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PATENTED INNOVATION

Shock cushioning

Shock wave absorption

Impact energy dispersion

4 SHOCK WAVE ABSORBERS
TFP 4.0* pads, adjustable in height and density 
to cushion and absorber shocks and vibrations 
proportionally to their intensity. Their specific 
shape is designed to facilitate dispersion of the 
impact energy.

Shock cushioning

Shock wave absorption

Impact energy dispersion

AIR CELL SYSTEM
Composed of multiple flexible ridges.

PERIMETRIC BUMPER
4 reinforced corners with integrated TFP 4.0* 
pads.

PATENTED INNOVATION

Shock cushioning

Shock wave absorption

Impact energy dispersion

Usage vidéo

PROTECH cases have been designed in France to protect your  devices efficiently against shocks, vibrations and  
breakage!

A very high level of resistance to falls: 15 times higher than the requirements of the military standard MIL-STD 810G. 
More than 400 falls from 1.2m height  on a concrete floor!

Flexible, light, ergonomic and very efficient, PROTECH cases are perfectly adjusted to the devices that they protect. 
Ergonomy and portability are optimized thanks to their accessories included (360 ° rotating tripod, grip, stylus holder)

Users will gain efficiency and freedom of movement  in the field, at the office or in a classroom.

Drop-resistant : up to 400 drops from 1.20m

2 patented shock-resistant syustems

Optimal ergonomy and portability

Recycled 30% and recyclable 100%



Stylus holder

Elastic hand strap

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED

Layout position Portrait position

On the elastic hand strap

Stylus not included

REINFORCED PROTECTIVE CASE
FOR TABLET

Rotating system 360°

Brand Ref Product EAN code

SAMSUNG 067001 PROTECH STARTER Pack FR - Tablet Case for Galaxy Tab A7 10.4’’ + rotative tripod- Kraft box S 3700992524344

067002 PROTECH STARTER Pack FR - Tablet Case for Galaxy Tab Active 3   8’’ + rotative tripod - Kraft box S 3700992524351

APPLE 067003 PROTECH STARTER Pack FR - Tablet Case for iPad 2020 10.2’’ (8th/7th gen) + rotative tripod - kraft box S 3700992524368

REFERENCES
To know all available references, please contact your sales representative.

Rotating tripod

Video position Portrait position
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*TFP 4.0
The new generation of MOBILIS® exclusive anti-shock material
Specifically made to cushion shocks even the most violent, it instantly absorbs up to 90% of impact energy, then disperses it. Thus, no shock 
wave is transmitted to your device. This new TFP 4.0 generation is reinforced with more microcells, to be more efficient in repeated impact 
absorption. 

+ MOBILIS® exclusivity


